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This policy brief Store in India: A National Data Infrastructure Policy (N-DIP) written by Ranjeeth Rane is the
first prize winning policy brief written as part of CPPR-ATLAS Public Policy Challenge 2015.
Ranjeet Rane is an Information Security and research professional and has a PG diploma in Cyber law.
Ranjeet's winning policy brief ‘Store in India’ proposes a National Data Infrastructure Policy (N-DIP) to
address structural flaws in India’s data infrastructure. Towards this end, his paper further analyses the
existing deficiencies and goes on to argue for a more holistic approach, as opposed to the existing problem
solving approach.
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1. Introduction
The exponential growth of data-enabled services in India over the past decade has bought in its wake
concerns that occupy a wide spectrum extending from user data theft to data sovereignty concerns arising
out of sensitive data residing on data servers based out of geographical boundaries of India. Recent policy
papers released on regulating Over the Top (OTT) applications by TRAI and the draft National Encryption
Policy by DeitY have opened vibrant public debates around issues of net neutrality and government control
over encrypted communications. There is now a general consensus that policies relating to the data
ecosystem need to be product agnostic and focus on streamlining processes instead.

The grid summarizes the facets of the data infrastructure in the country as it stands today
Center for Public Policy Research – Atlas Public Policy Challenge 2015
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2. Existing models of India’s Data Infrastructure
2.1

State Data Centers (SDCs) under National e-Governance Plan

In 2010, guidelines were issued to State governments for setting up Data Centers that would act as a
mediator and convergence point between open unsecured public domain and sensitive government
environment. These SDCs aimed at enabling various State departments to host their services/applications on
a common infrastructure leading to ease of integration and efficient management while ensuring that
computing resources and the supporting connectivity infrastructure is adequately and optimally used.
The guidelines allowed for outsourcing of the SDCs to private/public sector service providers for technical
and administrative assistance. The intended outcome was to strengthen the state IT apparatus to administer
and manage data centers while creating an enabling environment for private players to setup their own data
centers. This objective has not been achieved as all the 31 data centers established under this plan are
operated and audited by private service providers, while the investment for them came from the Rs.
1623.20 crores allocated for this project over a period of 5 years. It would now be appropriate to evaluate
this project and subsume it under the ambit of a National policy.
2.2

Market based unregulated model

In the absence of a comprehensive policy guiding establishment of the core data infrastructure, private
sector service providers have tried to fill in the vacuum with colocation facilities to serve short term
requirements than long term objectives. Almost all of these data centers are crowded in cities of Mumbai,
Delhi & Chennai that have provided a fairly consistent supply of electricity and high speed fiber optic
connectivity, the backbone of the data infrastructure.
Data centers established under this model have not had any guidelines in terms of adherence to
environmental & energy standards. Standards of reliability, availability, scalability, and serviceability, and
provisions for backup, redundancy, survivability and disaster management are not audited by competent
authority. It is imperative that such a competent authority is established to facilitate setting up, formulate
policies and audit for compliance of private data center operators in the country.

2.3

Digital Infrastructure under Digital India

The recently announced program incorporates the aim to provide Digital Infrastructure as a utility to every
citizen. Ambitious as it may sound, the program recognizes the need to provide high speed internet as core
service to citizens. It draws out a road map to attain this through special missions focused on expansion of
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fiber optic connectivity in rural and urban areas. It also identifies the need to extend mobile coverage to
the yet uncovered regions that are primarily rural in nature. The program is an exercise in consolidation
aimed at bringing all existing schemes under a common umbrella.
Digital India, however, puts the entire burden of this expansion on Government funded efforts and does not
look to tap into contribution of the private sector towards attaining its objectives specific to Broadband
Highways and Public Internet Access Program. Further, multiple implementation agencies have overlapping
mandates, while the Broadband for All (Rural) is under the Department of Telecommunications (DoT), the
National Rural Internet Mission is under the Department of Electronics and Information Technology (DEITY).
With close to 50 thousand crore rupees allocated for the programs focusing on data infrastructure, the need
for a single agency to take over the implementation of these programs has become apparent.

3. Rationale for a National Data Infrastructure Policy (N-DIP)
The National Data Infrastructure Policy (N-DIP) should aimto address the overlapping issues in an data
ecosystem. Existing models are stop-gap solutions and cater only to specific components of the ecosystem
instead of being an over arching framework that guides the growth of the ecosystem.

3.1

User Data Security
End user data is the foundation on which adata ecosystem is built upon. Putting in place
policy and legal safeguards to sustain user trust will be essential for long term stability of
this ecosystem. The N-DIP should havestringent data security and privacy guidelines that
are drawn from global standards. Further, the compliance to such standards would be
routinely auditted and posted in public domain for further scrutiny.

3.2

Data Intermediary Concerns

Data Intermediaries are body corporates1 that aid in the transmission, storage, and
third party access of end user data. These intermediaries comprise of the entire
spectrum of service providers including telecom operators, ISPs, cloud based services
and Over the Top (OTT) applications. They form the back bone of the physical
infrastructure of the data ecosystem. The N-DIP should address the concerns raised by
them and assign them the role of “Collaborators” in the data ecosystem. The N-DIP
should also provide a single window facilitation forum to enable collaborators to scale up the data
infrastructure with least procedural bottlenecks.

1

Information Technology (Intermediaries Guidelines) Rules (2011) framed under the Information Technolgy Act, 2000.
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3.3

Lawful Interception
There is an urgent need to put in place an accountable system where legitimate
requests for interception would be vetted, documented and realized in public domain at
regular intervals. This will prevent incidences of blank surviellence that have long being
used for policitical arm twisting than it’s intended purpose. This will also make it easier
for the intermediaries to comply with genuine requests of interception and end user

information. The N-DIP should make

provisions for a comprehensive overhaul of the legal interception

provisions in the Telegraph Act (1885) and Information Technology (Amendment) Act (2008).

3.4

Data Sovereingty

The demand for data centers within geographical boundaries of India is based on two
reasons. The first is that Indian IT laws are not applicable to data stored outside
India, so investigating agencies often face procedural delays if access to data is
sought for prosecution purposes. The other reason is the possibility of misuse of such
data by the country hosting it.The N-DIP should have clear guidelines on the
expectations of “Sovereign Rights” over Indian data hosted aboard. The policy should
also make legal safeguards for data hosted within India to be protected from acts of surveillance, with due
exceptions for financial frauds, acts of terrorism and crimes against humanity.

4. Implementation of the National Data Infrastructure Policy
4.1

Setting up the National Data Infrastructure Authority (NDIA)

The NDAI would be set up within a framework that provides it legal backing, long term vision and mandate
to act as a coordinating agency for development of the Data Infrastructure in India.
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4.2

Objectives of the NDAI

The NDAI would work towards fulfillment of the following objectives through collaboration with service
providers, state governments, auditors and private Investors. The Short, Medium and Long term objectives
should be
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5. Financial Implications and Funding
Details of Financial Implications and Funding have been attached as Annexure to the paper.

6. Monitoring and Parliamentary Oversight
As an autonomous statutory body the NDIA should be placed under direct parliamentary over sight, with its
annual reports placed before both the houses of the Parliament. Further, every three years the working of
the NDAI would be reviewed by a select committee appointed by the Parliament to review the growth of
Data Infrastructure in India.

7. Conclusion
The need of the hour is to acknowledge the fact that success of a lot of digital initiatives in India will
depend on the robustness of the underlying date infrastructure that supports all these platforms. A robust
data infrastructure will reduce friction in the economy and increase collaboration, efficiency and
productivity in public and private sectors.
Having the right conditions for generation, transmission & storage of data will benefit everyone. It will
reduce transaction costs, increase sustainability, grow supply chains and keep citizen informed. A coherent
data infrastructure will infact be the base for a healthy, progressive society and a competitive economy.
Much like the development of highways and railways is a prerequisite for the growth of the economy; the
development of a robust Data Infrastructure has become imperative to fuel the growth of the Indian
economy.
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It is estimated that emerging markets (including China, India, Brazil, Russia and Mexico) will amount for
about 60% of the global data generated by 2020. India can ill afford to miss out on the immense economic
gains that will spin off from having a stable data infrastructure in the country.
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